RUTHMANNSTEIGER® TU 610

For those who want to reach
great heights.
You as a rental company of hydraulic aerial
platforms receive more and more enquiries
from customers, who need a machine with
above-average performance data in working
height and lateral outreach?
The RUTHMANNSTEIGER® TU 610 is a heavy-duty machine, which can bring you into
the 1st league of hydraulic aerial platforms.
This machine offers you a working height of
up to 60,30 metres and a lateral outreach
to either side of up to 34,00 metres. With
this machine you and/or your customer can
work at façades and even complete tower
block walls without having to move the
vehicle.
The telescopic Rüssel® (cage lifting arm)
which can be extended by 3,50 metres provides you an extraordinary moveability. With
its swivelling angle you can use the articulated top boom extremely flexible and also
come over obstacles like e.g. projections of
a wall without any difficulties.

RUTHMANNSTEIGER® TU 610

RUTHMANNSTEIGER® TU 610
The working cage which can be extended
to a size of up to 3,70 metres offers your
staff as well as heavy tools sufficient space
and safety, because it has an extreme high
carrying capacity of 360 kgs.
Four horizontal-vertical stabilizing jacks
warrant you the necessary stability. You can
also use this machine in narrow streets or on
access roads, because the stabilizing jacks
can also be extended unilaterally and within
the vehicle profile. With the control at the
vehicle you can extend and retract the jacks
separately as well as in pairs.

possible safety. You get an extra first-class
additional function with the electronic cushioning of final positions for lifting boom,
articulated top boom and telescope.

RUTHMANNSTEIGER® TU 610
Working height:

60,30 m

Lifting height:

58,30 m

Lateral outreach:

34,00 m*

The Highlight: For offroad use we mount
the RUTHMANNSTEIGER® TU 610 for you
even on a 8 x 6 x 4 allwheel-drive carrierchassis.

Range of rotation:

450°

Swivelling angle of articulated
top boom Rüssel®:

180°

Size of working cage:

2,30 x 0,90 m

Contact us  by phone, fax or E-mail. We
would be pleased to give you detailed information concerning the performance spectrum of our proven STEIGER® and demonstrate profit and advantages arising for you.

to be extended up to:

3,70 x 0,90 m

Carrying capacity of working cage: 360/200 kg
Telescopic extension:

28,40 m

plus telescopic extension of Rüssel®:
Permissible siting inaccuracy:

Two processor systems independent from
each other, which supervise mutually, provide you as redundant control system most

Total height:
Perm. total weight:

3,50 m
0°
4,00 m

from 32.000 kg

* Depending on load and execution
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Load of working cage up to 360 kg

All dimensions in meters. All measurements and weights are approximate and refer to the standard
basic execution. Technical alterations reserved. Steiger®, Gelenksteiger®, and Rüssel® are registered
trademarks of Anton Ruthmann GmbH & Co. KG

For further information on machine sales contact:
Mr. Mark Pugh
Westside, London Road, Hickstead,
West Sussex, RH17 5LZ, England.
Email: mpugh@facelift.co.uk Web: www.facelift.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1444 880913 Fax: +44 (0) 1444 881199

facelift
access and safety made easy

